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Notes From Your 
Nurses

May 2020

Forms of Sun 
Protection
Sun Screen

Protective Clothing
Shade
Hat 

Sunglasses
Cosmetics

Sun Safety
With summer right around the corner, 

kids are getting outside more and more. 
The sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays can 
damage your skin in as little as 15 

minutes. Taking the proper precautions 
can limit the amount of damage to the 

skin. 
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What sunscreen should I use?

The American Academy of Dermatology 
(AAD) recommends everyone use sunscreen 
that offers the following:
•Broad-spectrum protection (protects 
against UVA and UVB rays)
•SPF 30 or higher
•Water resistance
•Creams are the best for dry skin and face
•Sprays are preferred by parents but be 
sure to use enough to cover exposed areas
•Always reapply sunscreen as directed on 
label, or every two hours (AAD)

True or False
SPF over 30 is 

pointless??
False!

Dermatologists 
recommend using a 

sunscreen with an SPF of 
at least 30, which blocks 
97 percent of the sun's 

UVB rays. Higher-number 
SPFs block slightly more 

of the sun's UVB rays, but 
no sunscreen can block 

100 percent of the sun's 
UVB rays. (AAD)

Extra Tips for Skin Protection

Avoid tanning beds. Ultraviolet light 
from the sun and tanning beds can 
cause skin cancer and wrinkling. If you 
want to look tan, you may wish to use a 
self-tanning product, but continue to 
use sunscreen with it.

Check your birthday suit on your 
birthday. If you notice anything 
changing, itching, or bleeding on your 
skin, see a board-certified 
dermatologist. Skin cancer is highly 
treatable when caught early.
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Your Building Nurses 

 Tobie Lammert, RN

High School

(636)789-0018

lammert_tobie@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3211

 Kathy Woodham, BSN, RN

Junior High School

(636)789-0028

woodham_kathy@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3212

 Melissa Agers, RN

Intermediate School

(636)789-0038

agers_melissa@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3213

 Jessica Mayer, BSN, RN

Elementary School

(636)789-0048

mayer_jessica@hsdr3.org

 Colleen Breslin, BSN, RN

Primary School

(636)789-0058

breslin_colleen@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3215

 Ashley Wirick, MA

Primary School

(636)789-0058

wirick_ashley@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3215

 Alisia Johnston, MA

High School

(636)789-0018

johnston_alisia@hsdr3.org

Fax (636)789-3211

UV Rays and SPF
UV Rays (Ultraviolet Rays)
The sunlight that reaches the 
earth has ultraviolet A 
and ultraviolet B (UVA and 
UVB) rays. These ultraviolet 
rays are the main causes of 
damage to the skin from the sun.

SPF. Sunscreens are assigned a 
sun protection factor (SPF) 
number that rates their 
effectiveness in blocking UV rays. 
Higher numbers indicate more 
protection. You should use a 
broad spectrum sunscreen with at 
least SPF 15.


